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SPECIAL REPORTS:

Eleven Librarians Visit China, Part II

The following is the second and concluding portion of a report based on
notes contributed by members of a group of eleven East Asian librarians
who visited the People's Republic of China from September 21 to October 12,
1979. The first portion of this report, which described in detail ten of
the Chinese libraries visited by the group, appeared In CEAL Bulletin no.
61 (February 1980), pp. 55-64. The second part, which follows here, dis
cusses bookstores, book publishing, and various library-related problems.
It contains practical information which librarians might find useful when
visiting China. It takes up issues of common interest, such as the state
of automation in China, the use of pinyin romanization, and the current
state of libraries in general. This report was assembled and submitted by
Diane E. Perushek, Curator of the Wason Collection, Cornell University
Libraries.

Publishing
The group met with book dealers in Hong Kong and visited many bookstores in
China. One of the members of the group also visited the National Bureau
of Publishing. It was observed that the quantity and variety of publications
are rapidly increasing in all localities visited. Many of the publications
were for local distribution only; thus, few Hunan publications, for example,
can be found in Peking. It seems that the acquisition of such local publi
cations becomes difficult or even Impossible outside the region of publi
cation. Some Chinese librarians admitted that they theoiselves had some
difficulty acquiring even local publications.
It is the expressed opinion of the responsible people we met that China
will export actively at or above the pre-Cultural Revolution level, and they
are eager to know the requirements of the foreign buyers.
Our inquiry concerning the limited number of copies available for foreign
buyers was explained as the result of a paper shortage in China. When asked
why book prices in Hong Kong are much higher than the Chinese list price,
the reason given was the high overhead of operations in Hong Kong. Publi
cations priced higher than U.S. $50.00 were found only in Hong Kong and in
the stores for foreign visitors in China, not in the average bookstore.
Copyright, a major issue in American library service, does not raise much
interest among publishers or librarians in China. They do not seem to be
bothered by foreign countries' reprinting and translating of Chinese
publications, nor would they hesitate to reprint or translate from foreign
publicat ions.
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In each of che d e l e s visited, some of che librarians purchased books and
Journals in che local bookstores. Because our time in each city was brief,
only chree Co four highly programmed days, no cime was allotted for the
specific purpose of going co bookstores. There was no free time for the
librarians in che tour group, and we squeezed in book purchasing whenever
we could. Most bookstores are open until 6 p.m.,' and it is said that some
remain open until 8 p.m. or later. For us, however, late hours conflicted
wlch the usual 6:00 to 6:30 dinner hour at the hotel, and, In some cases,
with evening appointments. The excursions to the bookstores were possible,
consequently, only by Individually missing a morning or an afternoon pro
gram of sightseeing or a library visit.
Tsou ma k'an shu tlen: to look at bookstores on horseback--at a gallop!
One could not in the given time get more than an impression of the bookstores.
We were generally unable to hold long conversations with the busy personnel
abouC the organization, operation, Inventory, distribution system, or any
of the other details that we would have liked to Inquire into. Several
members of our group had visited China previously and were, therefore,
more sophisticated. Most of us, however, were visiting China for the first
time, and trying to operate in a new environment. It is true that book
stores are bookstores, and there are fundamental aspects that are the same
everywhere; it is, however, the differences in expections and operations
which are significant, and which surprise the visitor.
A reader of Chinese can locate bookstores in any city by consulting the
municipal telephone directory. These are available for consultation at the
hotels and at various public telephone locations. These telephones and
directories are inside designated shops and other buildings. There are no
street booths. The telephone directories are small; the one for Shanghai,
for example, contains fewer than half the pages and detail to be found In
an American university directory and is the approximate dimension and
thickness of AACR Chapter 6!
A listing, under the heading shu-t ien, gives the office addresses and
telephone numbers of the Hsin-hua Shu-tien, its planning and administrative
bureaus, printer, editorial office, and retail stores. Special bookstores
are also listed, such as the Technical and Scientific Bookstore, the Foreign
Language Bookstore, the second-hand bookstores, and the Pao-k'an Shu-tien
(Periodicals Bookstore) which sells only current and in-stock recent backissues of periodicals. Newspapers are also purchased here and seem not to
be sold,anywhere else except at the periodical counter in the post offices.
With the address of a bookstore from the directory, it is a simple matter
to locate the street on a city transportation map, which shows the
bus routes. These maps, in English with pinyin romanization, are availa
ble at the hotel gift and book shops, at the Friendship Stores and other
tourist stops. One may either take a public bus to the area or hire a
taxi at the hotel or some other tourist facility. Taxis do not cruise
and they cannot be hailed in the street. The o r d i n a l citizen probably uses
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them very rarely or for official business only. A taxi Is, however, es
pecially convenient for the foreigner with limited time because the driver
knows the city well and will wait outside the store while one makes purchases.
He will then convey his fare and heavy or bulky packages back to the hotel
or to the nearest post office that accepts parcel post for overseas mailing.
Several excursions by public transport, which at all hours seems very much
like the New York subway at rush hour, demonstrated early the merit of hiring
a taxi to negotiate the distance between bookstore and post office. Friend
ship Stores, which sell some books, will mail any purchase made in the store.
All bookstores advertise by posting brush-written signs and chalk-written
blackboards in their windows and at the entrances. On some occasions, we
asked to see the newly published titles advertised but were not allowed to
look at them. They were for "restricted distribution."
Some special books and non-book literary items are available at some of the
specialty shops. For example, shops that sell art supplies to students and
artists, in addition to ink, brushes, paper, and pigments, also sell a
large selection of mounted albums, sheet tracings and rubbings of calli
graphy, reproductions of paintings, scrolls, new and old block-printed
books, facsimiles and reprints of essays on painting and art, critiques,
etc. Many of the old Ch'ing dynasty editions and early Republican era books
bear prices equivalent to from fifty on up to many hundreds of American
dollars.
Bookstores are not the only place to find some specialized materials. A
camera and optical instrument shop in Shanghai had a few publications re
lating to its specialty, as did a music shop selling musical instruments and
their accessories. Individuals sell used books and journals on the side
walks. The Friendship Stores sell a variety of books such as language
textbooks, translations from Chinese literature, poetry and Communist essays,
pictorial magazines and albums, etc. The antique section of the Friendship
Stores sells new and eld scrolls, rubbings, and expensive block-print
editions of old books.
Chinese bookstores arrange the stock on shelves along the walls in broad
subject categories; the supporting columns in a large sales room are also
provided with display shelves and showcases. There is, however, little if
any direct access by customers to the books. Service counters run the length
of the sales room walls, behind which the book clerks are stationed. Each
wall has its clerks and cash station and handles its own transactions. The
service counters separate the customers from the books on the shelves. The
clerks may hand a book to a customer to look at and wait nearby while serving
one or another similar customer until a decision is made to buy or not to
buy. When the store is very crowded and busy, for obvious reasons, the clerk
will serve only one customer at a time.
In some of the smaller bookstores, the American librarians were given the
extraordinary courtesy of being allowed to go behind the counters to make
their selections personally while hundreds of local clientele circulated
about the store in the outer, or public, floor area. What you see is what
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you gee, so long as It lasts. Asking about certain subjects, or for par
ticular books not to be found on the shelves, one is sometimes told that
they are out of print or out of stock in that particular store. If one
pursues the quest, one may be told that they "may possibly be found at
another store." This usually proved not to be the case, except in a few
instances. Once when a particular title on Kwangtung history was asked for,
a clerk actually went to another store to purchase it, then passed it on
to the customer. Popular items sell out quickly. At one periodical store,
a large stack of a new issue of a journal vanished like a flock of sparrows
before the rush of a mob of people pouring into that store in response to a
sign at the door, all within twenty minutes.
Publication notices for many titles appear in advance of publication in the
national press. Orders originating at the small local branches of the
bookstores run upstream to the provincial or regional offices and finally
arrive at the planning office of the publisher, who thus determines the
number of copies to be printed. There are no remainders. Many publi
cations are not advertised in the national press but only in the provincial
or regional editions of newspapers. The National Bibliography of Newly
Published Books is not widely available and is actually more an ex post
facto record of publication rather than an aid for advance ordering.
Bookstores, in three Instances, when questioned, were not encouraging on
ordering an item.
A large number of titles do, however, go through several printings. Con
ceivably, If a book has demonstrated value and an on-going demand, it may
be considered for a second printing and wider distribution. In view of the
immense population, nonetheless, it seems certain that limited printings
will long be a characteristic of Chinese publication.
Most of the stock in the bookstores is paper bound. Hardcover books are
chiefly reference and technical materials intended for heavy duty and
long life. They represent perhaps only about 5 or 6 percent of the dis
played stock.
Catalogs and lists of books are not available to customers in bookstores.
The clerks of one or two stores showed a working list. These were printed
and mimeographed sheets. In Shanghai, one of the periodicals bookstores
did have a copy of the Periodical List published by the Post Office, though
there were no copies of the National Bibliography visible anywhere.
Occasionally one may be able to obtain the Periodical List for personal use.
Most purchases in stores, except food, cigarettes, and other cheap, small
items, seem to require writing up the transaction on a receipt pad. These
flimsies, which are written in duplicate, take up a good part of any sale.
Cash registers with printed receipts are not in evidence. The customer who
walks In off the street, as the American librarians did, to buy from ten to
thirty titles at once is something of a phenomenon. In a busy bookstore,
the ratio of clerk to customer may vary from one to ten on up to one to
fifty. One feels a little conspicuous monopolizing three or four clerks,
not to mention creating congestion in the store merely by one's unusual
presence. Bookstores in China, as elsewhere, are popular places to pass time.
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The customers, or browsers, in the stores are mainly young people. Two
out of three seemed to be in their late teens or early twenties, and they
were mostly male. During the hour or so that Cwo of the group spent in
each of two bookstores to buy some books, the store manager and clerks
came out repeatedly to shoo off the hundred or so local people who packed
in a solid crowd around the working area to see what the foreign visitors
were doing.
We selected books by subject and title, choosing imprints of provincial
and special presses that are rarely supplied to our libraries by dealers,
trusting thereby that we would not be purchasing many duplicates. After
stacking a pile of selected books, a clerk read off the prices which are
printed under the imprint on the back cover. A second clerk added up the
prices on the abacus. This process was repeated two or three times so as
not to make an error. A third clerk stood by to write up the receipt and
to take the money to the cashier. When a given stack of books was thus
processed, two additional clerks set about wrapping them in five-kilo
packages. Finally we applied ourselves to addressing the packages in
English and Chinese. This activity galvanized the surrounding crowd into
craning their necks and pressing even closer to see what the foreigners
were writing on the packages. These steps completed, the books were taken
to the post office for mailing. This will be described below after the
description of book buying in one particular bookstore.

The Lushan Windfall
The purchase of numerous monographs from the Hsin-hua Shu-tien at Lushan
was as unexpected as the Lushan side-trip itself, which was not on our
itinerary originally. No sooner did we arrive in the scenic summer resort
of Lushan than Antony Marr, our group leader, found his way to the bookstore,
and returned to report soon that there was a large number of books which
were probably unavailable outside the PRC, or even outside Chiang-hsi (Kiangsi)
Province. With this tip, two of the group skipped an afternoon sightseeing
program to visit the Hsin-hua Shu-tien, where business was, unlike the busy
bookshops in other places we visited, rather slow at the time. Our members
were allowed to go behind the counters to pick out the books, which the
conscientious fu wu yuan not only wrapped up neatly into parcels of about
five kilograms each, but also carried for us to the post office close by!
Exactly as Antony Marr had described, at the bookstore many monographs were
found, especially those published in Chiang-hsi and neighboring provinces,
which we had not seen anywhere before. Each of us selected over 100 volumes
plus some current Issues of journals. All the titles we selected were in the
humanities and social sciences. While writing down the address on the parcelcovers, they asked the few students who happened to be there at the time how
to romanize the Chinese characters i£ ^
and C5~ {'"g
; they finally came
up with Jiangxi and binguan.
It is said that one can seldom see the "true face of Lushan" because of the
perennial foggy shrouds, but with exceptional good luck and clear autumn
weather, we did see its picturesque face at different angles. And with the many
books shipped back to our libraries, the Lushan trip was altogether a success.
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the Postal Syacem
rhere are ward post offices as well as a central post office within each
city. Some of the branches do not accept overseas parcel post. Finding
the right poet office to mail packages home can take precious time since
a large. Important-looking post office is not ipso facto authorized to
handle the customs Inspection of materials to be sent out of the country.
The post office Is also the agency for magazine subscriptions, and all of
them visited had a section, or at least a counter, where current issues
can be purchased and annual subscriptions can be arranged for domestic
customers. Only the post office distributes the Periodical List, a re
gister or list of Journals available for distribution. These must be
asked for and apparently are not freely distributed.
The post offices are very busy, with a continuous stream of customers
mailing letters and packages and buying stamps and journals. Parcels must
be securely packaged, and the clerks Inspect all items closely, rejecting
parcels that do not meet th-eir regulations. Small, slat-nailed wooden
boxes, convenient for sending some materials, are sold at a special counter
In some post offices. One may also buy paper and string, though packing
tape should be brought from the States. Items sewn into cloth bags or
s a c k s are also commonly used for mailing. Overseas packages of printed
matter are limited to five kilograms or less in weight. One might experi
ence a refusal for one gram of over-weight. Such a package would be
accepted after cutting off a few inches of string or a thin strip of
wrapping paper.
At the hotel post offices, inspection of the contents of packages was ri
gorous. Although all of the contents were printed matter, certain kinds
of printed matter were not accepted.
At the main post office, packages pur
chased and wrapped by the bookstores were accepted intact, without the re
quirement that the contents be inspected item by item as at the hotels. This
may have been because they were addressed to American institutions, thereby
seeming to have a kind of official legitimacy; but it is more likely that
the reason was because the group of American librarians came into the post
office with such a large number of packages that to inspect them all with
normal punctilio would have
led up the counter for hours.
Foreign parcel post Is probably relatively uncommon.
In handling our
packages, the clerks were exceptionally careful, meticulous, and deliberate.
Mailing six packages required about an hour. As in many countries with warm,
humid climates, stamps and labels are uncoated with adhesive, and the glue
pot must be used to stick on the numerous small-denomination stamps needed
for foreign mail.

Preservation of Rare Books
None of the libraries visited evidenced any conception of the value of
preservation for books other than rare books, manuscripts, and documents.
No one seemed aware of or concerned about books published within the last
fifty or so years on "new" high-acid papers that are In imminent danger of
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complete deterioration. Therefore the following comments are in reference
to the preservation of rare books and manuscripts.
While all of the librarians tended to be very concerned about the preser
vation of rare books in their collections, few were able to do very much,
even In the way of traditional methods of preservation, because of budge
tary constraints. Only the large, prestigious libraries, such as the National
Peking Library and the Shanghai Municipal Library, could afford insectproof and watertight wooden cases for their rare books. Only one librsry,
the National Peking Library, stated that it had special humidity and temper
ature controls for the preservation of its rare books. Again, only the
National Peking Library and the Shanghai Municipal Library had microfilm
facilities that were specifically used for preservation of rare materials.
In these two libraries selected rare books were microfilmed, and microfilm
was used by library patrons instead of the original work.
In general, the care with which rare books are handled tends to vary with
the distance of the library from Peking. The condition of books in stack
areas was generally good, with the volumes and cases kept clean and in order;
but in the less prestigious university libraries, the condition of some of
the older stitch-bound books was appalling. Books are usually delivered
to patrons from the closed stacks via chutes which sometimes span three
stories; such slides could not but wreak havoc on spines and pages. Again,
this is largely due to budgetary constraints that limit the number of staff
and physical facilities.
Another factor is the emphasis on science and technology that was clearly
evident in virtually every library we visited. Priorities are aligned
toward providing the readers with the most current books in science and
technology and not toward the preservation of older books. Only in those
publfc libraries that have large and significant collections of old books
and documents, and that do not have to serve the specific needs of a faculty
and student body, were the preservation priorities more in line with our
expectations as East Asian librarians.

Automat ion
Automation is an expressed long-term goal in all the libraries we visited.
However, only the University of Peking Library, the National Peking Library,
and the Academia Sinica Library were said to have taken such explicit action
as the forming of a task force or the specific appointment of librarians In
planning toward that goal. The other libraries seem to be interested, but
not for the immediate future. During our conversations, at least two items
were of more concern to them than automation. These two items are: the
remedy of collection deficiencies that occurred during the Cultural
Revolution and the construction of new library buildings. There are no
readily apparent activities in building a national or regional library
network.
The processing of Chinese characters by computer is evidenced in the re
search work done at the Institute of Scientific and Technical Information
of China In Peking, but it is still limited to research rather than
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application. The Institute is also the headquarters of the Association for
the Study of the Coding of Chinese Characters.

Pinyin
At each library visited, we asked how che pinyin romanization was used.
There were different replies given at almost each library. As with most
innovations in the Chinese library world such'as computerization, Peking
seemed to be in the vanguard. For some years now the Peking National Library
has been using pinyin on their cards,.which are distributed to libraries
around the country. The Peking University Library has also been using the
pinyin system for filing since 1975. However, library officials everywhere
cited the reluctance of older or provincial readers to embrace the system
wholeheartedly and pointed out the problems occurring in filing when
characters have the same sound and tone.
Many libraries make little or no use of pinyin, such as the Institute-of
Scientific and Technical Information, Fu-tan University, and Chiang-hsi
University. There is probably an inevitable but slow drift toward adopting
pinyin for filing purposes, If for no other reason than because it has been
adopted by the NPL. However, we heard nothing about a time-table for im
plementing the conversion. We were told by one librarian that conversion to
automation may not be realized in the 1980's; perhaps this may also prove
true for the completion of a nationwide change to pinyin.

Problems Confronting Major Libraries
In the spirit of sloganeering so common in the PRC, the ten libraries we
visited in China might be said to suffer from the "3 lacks" and "1 enough".
Virtually all lacked sufficiently trained librarians to carry out readily
even the basic tasks of purchasing and cataloging library materials. This
weakness was discussed by most of the librsry directors with whom we spoke.
The National Peking Library moreover indicated it fully recognized the im
portance of having a well-trained staff because the wanted improvements
depended upon the efforts of such people. Students trained in library
science previously came from just a few schools in China. During the past
two years many universities have begun library science training programs.
It appears uncertain, however, whether these students can in the end stay
on after they have finished their training. Most will most likely be posted
elsewhere. Two librarians suggested that even students trained in library
scieace were reluctant to work in their field because the level of pay was
so low.
Most of the libraries we visited also complained of the lack of adequate
physical facilities. For some this meant too little space; for others,
Inappropriately designed space. In some cases library materials were
scattered in classrooms without large stack areas. In other libraries there
were just too many books to be accommodated at all. A number of insti
tutions were in the process of building or planning a new library, including
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che National Peking Library, Shanghai Municipal Library, Chiang-hsi Uni
versity, Hunan UnlversiCy, and Chung-shan UniversiCy.
As expected, the librarians we spoke with also complained of a lack of li
brary materials. Peking University especially expressed a desire to ob
tain more western language books and periodicals. Chiang-hsi University
felt a general dearth of any and all materials. Much of the need for books
and periodicals relates Co che "1 enough" discussed below.
These libraries and librarians had had "enough" of che Gang of Four and
Che excesses of che Cultural Revolution. For some libraries the Cultural
Revolution spelled nearly total disaster. Chiang-hsi University's library,
for example, had around 610,000 volumes before the Cultural Revolution.
During this time, however, its students and faculty had to hsia fang (i.e.,
go to the countryside) Co learn from che peasanc fanners. The books were
scored away, but for one reason or another some 300,000 were lost or de
stroyed by the time the Library was reopened. At the Shanghai Municipal
Library two members of the staff were singled out for alleged counter
revolutionary activities because they had played some role in the ac
quisitions of Kuomintang era materials. One was imprisoned for several
years, the other beaten. Readers stayed away from the library, as posters
protesting Its evils were pasted everywhere. Every library complained
of the halt to Its acquisition of western language materials during this
period of time. Long runs of serials were of course disrupced.
Now that the Gang of Four are under arrest, everyone seems quite relieved
and hopeful Chey have finally experienced "enough" lefcisc social experi
mentation .
The choree "lacks," Cralned personnel, physical facilities, and library
materials, are of course problems common to all libraries throughout the
world. The librarians we met seemed very much aware of their short
comings and resolved to correcc chem. Ac che same time they were interested
in the automation-related problems currently faced by their visitors and
which awaic chem jusc over the horizon.
(Diane E. Perushek)
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